
Custom Power Distribution

What You Get

Overview
ATI excels in designing and creating custom equipment for 
your unique needs. In addition, we provide turnkey solutions 
for power distribution in general. Come to us with what you 
need to accomplish, and we’ll show you how we can get it done.
Often times when you need to supply portable power in a wide array 
of situations, you need equipment that is going to work for that di-
verse set of needs. Additionally, sometimes you just need to figure 
out how to get power from supply A to locations B-Z, and ATI can defi-
nitely do that as well.

Extremely experienced and versatile engineering team to collaborate with. 

Gauranteed production times to meet your schedule.

End result ensured for high-quality in both functionality and design.

CAD drawings of your solution submitted for your approval.

Dedicated customer service team available by phone and email to answer 
questions throughout the process.



Testimonial and Examples

The ATI Engineering Team designed this massive portable power 
distribution center for a mining operation in Alaska. The distribution 
center contains a variety of components inside. It takes in the power 
created by generators at the mining site and distributes that power 
among a network of switchgear and equipment.

4000 Amp Portable Power Distribution Center

Portable Buck Boost Transformer
This portable transformer was created for an event marketing com-
pany. It was designed to be easily transported from job site to job 
site. This transformer’s portability and small size allows it versatility in 
where it can be placed and used; making it a valuable piece of equip-
ment for live events.

To meet Portable Air’s needs, our engineers took a single throw fused 
disconnect and customized it to allow for easy hookup to temporary or 
utility power and fitted it with an impact-resistant frame.

Travis, Portable Air - 3000 Amp Boltswitch 
“We love ATI! We do a lot of custom power products, and the engineering 
team is always awesome. They are super knowledgeable, they think out-
side the box, and they have extremely fast turnaround times.
They custom designed these boltswitches in a way that hardly anyone else 
would know how to figure out, and our customers love them. I was blown 
away by how quickly and nicely they were done.”

The Custom Fabrication Process

Custom Protective and Impact-Res-
tistant Frames and Fabrication

Custom Camlock Installation Transforms 
Equipment to Portable Distribution Equipment



Skid Mounted Automatic Transfer Switches

Isolation Switch and Breaker Enclosures

Examples Continued



Rolling Distribution Panels and Isolation Switches

Step Up / Step Down Transformer Distribution Skids

Examples Continued



I-Line Distribution Panelboards

Large Frame Distribution Boards - 1200A – 4000A

Examples Continued



Mini Distribution Switches 100A - 200A

Bus Duct Distribution Plugs (Fused and Circuit Break-

Examples Continued



2000A and 3000A N3R Distribution Switch-

Zig-Zag Transformer Assemblies

Examples Continued



Trailer Mounted MV Transformers

Transportable Electric Substations

Examples Continued



Transportable Electric Substations

Transportable Electric Substations

Examples Continued



JUST CALL OR EMAIL

At ATI, we intentionally do everything we can to make your life easier and 
your business more profitable.

Why do Business with ATI?

info@atielectrical.com1.800.597.9311

Ready to use the ATI engineering team 
to develop your own custom solutions?

ATI ENGINEERING TEAM


